
 

 

SEA-EU 2020 Photo Contest 

Competition rules 

 

Article 1: Organization and Theme 
The six SEA-EU partners (UBO-France, UG-Poland, UCA-Spain, CAU-Germany, UNIST-Croatia, UM-

Malta) organize a common photo contest. According to SEA-EU vision and values, the theme of the 

contest is: “The Sea and Us”.  

The submitted photography will have to illustrate the link between humans and the sea. Some possible 

inspirations are: 

• Living sustainably by, from and with the sea 

• Maritime and cultural heritage 

• Maritime and coastal cities 

• Nature and Human 

• Seascape and Landscape 

Photographers aim to promote the territory where they study and live. 

Article 2: Phases and dates of the contest  
The contest will be organized in 3 phases: 

- Applications: from 01 to 25th October 

- Local vote, from the 1th to 21th of November 

- European vote, from the 1th to 21th of December 

Article 3: Participation terms 
The contest is free and open to all students registered at one of 6 organizing universities. The contest 

participants must hold the rights of their pictures and as the case may be, have authorizations of visible 

people on the photographs.  

Each student can submit up to 3 pictures. Each picture need to be in high definition (at least 300 dpi). 

Picture need to fit to a 4/3 aspect ratio. The picture has to be new, in the sense that is has not be 

submitted to any other contest or exhibition. 

 

Submission of pictures will be done by: the Education Quality Office to email: bjk@ug.edu.pl 

Photo has to be renamed as following: SEC-UG_NAME_SURNAME.  

Article 4: Image rights 
Each participant declares being the author of the photography, and acknowledges that he has all the 

necessary authorizations regarding his publication. Participating to this contest, applicants accept to 

share their photography under Creative Commons License (CC BY-NC-ND: This license allows others to 

mailto:bjk@ug.edu.pl


download your works and share them with others as long as they credit you, but they can’t change 

them in any way or use them commercially). 

Article 5: Selection 
The selection criteria will be: Respect of the theme, technical and artistic value.  

The selection will be done by taking into account both public and professional opinions. It will happen 

in 2 phases:  

1/ Local vote, for the 3 best pictures among each institution: Both public opinion and restricted vote 

of a jury will be taken in consideration, by adopting a weighted way of vote: 

-Social network : 20%   

-Jury : 80% - with a Jury composed of 4 people: 1 professional photographer (linked or not to 

the university) + 3 people from the university (at least one member of the SEA-EU Outreach 

Subcomittee)  

 

2/ European vote, for the best picture among the 18 pictures selected during the local phase: Both 

public opinion and restricted vote of a jury will be taken in consideration, by adopting a weighted way 

of vote: 

 -Social network: 40 % 

 -Jury: 60% (Jury composition: 1 member nominated by each SEA-EU partner). 

Article 6: Results announcement 
Local selection results will be announced on the 24th of November 2020 and shared on the SEA-EU 

website (www.sea-eu.eu).  

European winner will be announced on the 10th of January 2021 on the SEA-EU website (www.sea-

eu.eu). 

Article 7: Reward 
Each local winners will receive: 

- for 1st place - a sports camera worth about PLN 440, 

- for the second place - a stabilization handle for a smartphone worth about 220 PLN, 

- For the third place - selfie stick with a tripod worth about 130 PLN. 

The winner at the European Level will be awarded by a 350€ grant for sustainable travel across Europe. 

The travel grant will allow the winner to take advantage of the freedom of movement in the European 

Union, discover the diversity of Europe while travelling, learn about European cultural heritage and 

history, connect with people from all over the continent and ultimately discover themselves. The 350€ 

grant will mainly take the form of an Interrail Pass to travel across Europe by train and extra-support 

to connect with European islands, usable during 11 month form purchase. Exact modalities will be 

defined with the winner according to his/her travelling project. 

Article 8: Exhibition 
Photographies will be exhibited in all SEA-EU universities, from January 2021. 

They will also be concomitantly exhibited to next SEA-EU Governing Board, or to other staff weeks.  

Photographies will also be used for virtual exhibition and/ or production of virtual calendars. 

http://www.sea-eu.eu/
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Article 9: Exclusions 
Contest organization reserves the right to delete any photograph prone to be inconsistent with laws. 

Article 10: Responsibilities 
The organizers cannot be held responsible for any problem related to the running of the contest, 

whether it is a human, computer or other error. 

In case of force majeure, SEA-EU partners reserves the right to modify the present rules, postpone or 

cancel the competition. Its liability cannot be engaged as a result of these modifications. 

Article 11: Obligations 
Participation implies the acceptation of these rules by the competitors. Its non-respect will lead to the 

cancellation of the application. Any contestation related to the interpretation and application of these 

rules will be examined by the members of Outreach on Sustainability Subcommittee that will take a 

decision following the spirit in which the contest has been launched. 

 

 

In accordance with the General Data Protection Regulation (RODO) of 27 April 2016, we inform you that: 
1. The administrator of your personal data is the University of Gdańsk based in (80-309) Gdańsk at 8 Jana Bażyńskiego Street. 
2. The Administrator has appointed a Data Protection Inspector who can be contacted at the telephone number (58) 523 31 
30 or e-mail address: iod@ug.edu.pl. The Data Protection Inspector may be contacted in all matters concerning the processing 
of personal data and the exercise of rights related to their processing. 
3. Your personal data will be processed in order to carry out the photo contest of the SEA-EU consortium and to select the 
winner.  
4. The legal basis for the processing of your personal data is Article 6, paragraph 1, letters b and f of the RODO. 
5. Your personal data is necessary to participate in the photo contest. In case of failure to provide your data, it will not be 
possible to identify the photographer of the winning photo. 
6. Your personal data will be processed on behalf of the co-administrators by authorised staff only for the purposes referred 
to in paragraph 3. 
7. Your personal data will be stored for a period of one year from the time of application to the competition. 
8. your personal data will be made available to the following external entities:  
- in order to enable voting in social media, the photos will be placed on Instagram and Facebook on the profiles of the 
University of Gdansk and SEA-EU; 
- in the case of a 1st to 3rd place local voting, the winners' data will be forwarded to the Université de Bretagne Occidentale, 
Direction Générale des Services; 3 rue des Archives - 29200 Brest; 
- information on the winners of the competition in both phases will be announced on www.sea-eu.eu, which is administered 
by the consortium of the European University of the Seas - SEA-EU, coordinated by the University of Cadiz Universidad de 
Cadiz. Rectorate, Centro Cultural Reina Sofía. Paseo Carlos III nº 9, 11003 - Cádiz; 
9. You are entitled to the rules laid down by the RODO: 
1. the right to access the content of your data, 
2. the right to rectify them when they are not in accordance with the actual state of affairs, 
3. the right to erasure, restriction of processing, as well as transfer of data, in cases provided for by law, 
4. the right to object to data processing, 
5. the right to lodge a complaint with the supervisory authority - the President of the Office for the Protection of Personal 
Data, if you consider that the processing of your personal data violates the provisions on personal data protection. 


